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BlACK M.BIC: A OCtB£RATI~ ART FOR-1 

by 

Sedeka and Alhamisi Wadinasi 

Fran the very beginning, blacks in 1\merica develq>ed a 
wide variety of song-types as a oorrective measure to the l imi
tations, darands, and i.nperatives placed upon them by their way 
of life. Black spirituals, in acoordance with other song-types, 
reflected the oppressive experiences and imagery of black realit 
When the black spiritual singers lamented and sang their songs, 
they looked forward to a better day , thus giving vent to their 
pent-up frustrations, while seeking to instill hc:pe in their 
black listeners. 

But while the blues were not religious-oriented and hope
inspiring like the spirituals, they were, on the other hand, 
<hvn to earth in the sense that they reflected the reality of 
the black situation in America . '!hey caused many blacks to 
question their allegiance to a god that seerred insensitive to 
their needs and plight, while, at the sarre time, teaching them 
to oope with and to \D'lderstand the chagrins of a hostile white
for-black reality. That is, the blues reflected the disawoint
ments , sorrows, longings and hard times of blacks . Both the 
blues and spirituals are only occasionally lighthearted, reflec
ting serious ooncem of the black American to maintain a sense 
of dignity in often nearly impossible circ:urrstances. In the 
blues, especially, is found the will to endure, to relate the 
singer and listener alike to the shared sufferings of race, 
poverty, lost love -- to repeat the suffering in the hope of 
making the distress rrore tolerable throUJh the knCMledge that 
it is \D'lderstood and experienced by all. 

Traditional Black Music 

As we have suggested, spirituals and blues (hereafter to 
be referred to as either early or traditional black music) , had 
their genesis in the a:mron experiences of black people. It 
reflected the social and econanic status of black people , and 
was representative of their interests , goals , aspirations and 
val~s . Fran these mutual experiences, and awareness of shared 
oppression, evolved a black psydlology-a black peoples conscio1 
ness. '!his corrroon psydlology or oonsciousness detennined the 
black state of mind on a given oondition or issue. The fact 
that early black music developed its theres along one line is 
proof of the existence of a ccrrrron ccnsciousness or psychology. 
We can, therefore, say, unequivocally, that early black music 
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was nationalistic, for any nusic which reveals racial strains, 
the oonsequenoes of disasters, wars, migrations, and other foDnS 
of interpenetrations, can be called nationalistic. 'lhus, analysis 
of early black nusic reveals that it was very expressive of the 
people's cx:mdition, that its language was ocrmon to and represen
tative of all , and was clearly an intra-group phencmaoon. Further
rrore, it existed for the express purpose of highlighting matters 
of deep concern to the black cxmmmity, and was their only true 
fonn of worship. Dealing with life itself , it spoke of and to 
the intense yearnings of black people who were able, through its 
ll\3.gic , to find release in and often solution to m:my of life's 
CXJ1Plexities. 

'lhus, the context of early black music was a rich survey 
of custats, nores , activities, behavior patterns, values and 
ll\3.terial objects that were of rra:in significance to the black 
Anerican. It was , in fact, a synopsis of traditiooal black 
1\merican culture. Functionally, it was rrany things : a noralizing 
and socializing agent , defense rrechanism, therapy, ent:ertainnent, 
an explanation of causes, and an interpretation of the status 
quo . Furthernore, it contained a su::cinct survey of rrany basic 
!JlStitutions and custats , sare described in detail, others nerely 
suggested or inplied; such as world view, phi.losqny, patterns 
of behavior, male/female relationships , aspects of political 
oonsciousness , ritual and religion. It provided a broad inven
tory of black material and spiritual culture , and gave references 
to basic tedlniques of ooping with the negative reality emanating 
fran the larger society. 

BZaak MUsia in the Sixties and the International Saene 

Similiar to traditional black nusic and to all other 
realms of the black experience in America, the black nusic of 
the nineteen-sixties was coerced into oorrespondence with the 
reality of that day. Sene say, for exanple, that the black 
music of the nineteen-sixties helped to bring forth the ghetto 
revolts of Watts , Detroit, Newark and Chicago . 'l.bi.s jmlcture 
in the experience of black Americans, whidl was perrreated with 
slogans, chants, and banners of the expressive and oonnotative 
refonnist with 'revolutionary tendencies, in fact sparked a new 
level of oonsciousness and a:mn:i.tmant in black musicians and 
writers of the time. For the lyrics and tones of their nusic, 
the rhythm and tempo of their instruments, and the vi_prations 
and enotions of their voices lent suca:>r, renewal and support 
to the black liberation novement that was then a:xni.ng of age . 
'lhus , black music acoc:rrpanied and aided in paving the way for 
a new era of black identity, awareness and self-esteem. 

Tunes like the Inpression' s "M:>vin' on Up" and Janes 
Br:CMn's "say it I£>ud, I ' m Black and I 'm Proud," whidl made it 
to the top of the dlarts, definitely captured the imagination 
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and approbation of millions of black people. Singers and nmsici 
ans of this type becane ext.renely popular arrong the black masses 
They becane politically ftmctional black Iretaphors and synix:>ls 
of black pride and identity. (In a word, they were, so to speak' 
"grass· roots-aristocrats. ") For they created a new atnosphere 
and a new mtif in black popular nmsic which made it intensely 
difficult, if not virtually impossible, for any other style of 
black music to gain currency or achieve recognition. All in all 
this peculiar fusion of nmsic and nessage posed a dynamic in~ 
relationship which gained not only currency but also precedence 
and preeminent influence arrong the grass-roots level of blaCk 
America. M:)reover, the travels and tours of black singers and 
musicians abroad influenced and oonfronted the awareness and/or 
oonsciousness of all other nations, peoples, and nationalities 
they cane in oontact with; to those who felt similarly oppressed 
the black American singer's nmsical-message energized and trans
famed their aspirations or lack of aspiration into a painful 
quest for self-identity and self-determination. 

'Ihus, conparatively viewing the black 1\n'ericans ' condi.tioJ 
(in a oonterrp::>raneous sense) with those of other oppressed "IX>n

western" and "non-white" peoples, we have a paradox in that the 
latter benefited nore fran the black Alrerican cultural and poli
tical innovations and renewal of the nineteen-sixties. 'lhe blacl 
innovators and designers of the nineteen-sixties ' political 
musical-message novenent gave the world's people of oolor a 
profoundly astute and relevant sense of direction and purpose: 
for an international spectnml of peoples soon began to realize 
the grave necessity of national liberation and self-deterrni.nati01 
which ooincided with the oonviction of the black Alrerican strugg: 

Consequently, the nineteen-seventies reveal that the aboV! 
rrentioned nations and nationalities (i . e., the non~stem and 
non-white) "noved on up" -- as the Irrpressions' "Keep on Pushin' 
enunciated -- to gain the higher ground of national liberation, 
independence, and psychological emancipation that today remrins 
the nost urgent need within the black American national oommmi~ 
Regarding the impact of nineteen-sixties black music on the in
ternational conrnunity, Julia Ann Williams asserts that 

No other group is mimicked as much as Blacks in all 
of their music, including the dance . And the Africans 
seem to set the musical pace for the rest of the world. 
Whites like Tom Jones, Elvis Presley, and the BeatZes, 
freely admit that their music is a strict imitation 
of the Africans . 

Trave Zing abroad some years ago, I became aware of 
the brut al exploitation of the Black American's music 
by White ~nericans who are raking in millions of 
dollars from the sale of records used to spread the 
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infZuence of the united States, most ~ike~y without 
the benefit of royaUies or other compensation going 
to B~acks from which this music originated. 

In Addis Abbaba, Ethiopia, I observed scores of 
Ethivpian youth mi~~ing around inside and outside 
of music stores, Listening to American sou~ music 
and ~ooking at a~bums whose covers disp~ayed pictures 
of such stars as E~~a Fitzgera~d, Harry Be~afonte 
and others. 

In Accra, Ghana and Nairobi, Kenya, I Listened to 
dance bands in hote~s and night c~ubs in which the 
African musicians ~ooked and performed exact~y tike 
African Americans . In Dar es Sa~aam, Tanzania, I 
was start~ed out of my s~eep one Saturday night by 
an orchestra of East Indian musicians p~aying 
13~eepy Time Dorun South,' at t;he hot;e'l at which I 
was st;aying. 

In the ear~y part of the evening they were p~aying 
and singing ba~~ads and some popu~ar music which 
didn't sound too hot to me, and consequent~y, I 
dropped off to s~eep. Then after a while, aU of 
a sudden, I heard 'O~e Satchmo' in a~~ his g~ory, 
moanin' and growling with tx>umpet and voice in 
an 'Oh-so-steady' beat. My room was over~ooking 
the veranda which supported the bandstand. For a 
moment I forgot where I was. 'Am I dreaming?' I 
thought to myse~f. 'Is Louis Armstrong rea~~y down 
there singing and b~owing that horn? What is this? •1 

One of the rrost all-enronpassing aspects that characterized 
black IlU.lSic of the nineteen-sixties was the :role it played in, 
and the inpact it had upon, the first world2 liberation nove-
m=nts of that era. Black IlU.lSic of this period had a high visi-

l · bility and gained priority anong the IOOVarents of other nee
colonized people and nationalities, of the world in general and 
of the first world in particular. Unquestionably, black IlU.lSic 
of the sixties reached and spanned the international scene. 
'!he facts speak for themselves, for the black IlU.lSician' s thematic 
mission and rressage was not limited to any given geopolitical 
sector of the first world. When their music was played, per
fonred, or heard, it spoke to people everywhere: CUba, Bolivia, 
Argentina, Oceania, Guate:na.la, Guiana, Gibraltar; and the black 
llllSical mission and rressage was as crucial and rreaningful to 
people of color in North, South, and Central Arrerica as it was 
to those in Africa, Asia and Australia. 
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Black Non-~~lture in the Seventies 

To forestall the actualization of psychological emancipa
tion that nineteen-sixties black music was suggesting, black 
J\Irerica is being l::xxtbarded with "non-culture" as never before; 
we say non-culture because it lacks any sense of style or charac 
ter to make it distinctive or reflective of the present black 
Arrerican situation. One major aspect of this non or anti cultur 
is negative black music. For exanple, the music that today' s 
black youth hears on the radio is not significantly different
except in a rore negative sense - fran What his parents heard 
twenty years ago. So-called "Disoo" music has proven itself to 
be nothing rore than musical re-hash. 

Black Anerican fashion also suffers fran an obsession wit 
the past. There is , for exanple, the ' 30s Look , the ' 40s Look, 
the "Happy Days" ' 50s Look, while the '70s Look seems to be the 
waste materials of all these thrown together indiscriminately. 
If anything new has been added by oontenporary non-artistic 
fabricators, it is a sense of desperation, ooupled with a peculi 
kind of oonfusion, apoliticalness, apathy, a::rtplacency, disoriet 
tation and disillusiOIUTent. 

Accordingly, black Arrerica seems thirsty for the nostalgj 
of the past, the "Gcxxl Tines," "Cooley High" and "Sparkle . " 
M:>reover, through its popular "culture" she se3'11S to be saying, 
"There is something wrong with the present. We are not sure 
al:x>ut the future. For the tine being, let's dwell on th:>ughts 
of the good old days, wherever we find them." '!here , of oourse, 
has always been a certain aiTOunt of good-old-dayism in black 
Arrerican life, but never to such a pathological degree . M:>st 
likely black Anerica will regain its lost self-oonfidence, and 
new trends in cultural life will awea,r, but based upon the 
negativity of current black culture propagators , this will un
doubtedly be a long tine in cx:mi.ng. In fact, it seems that san 
heM blacks have lost tou::h with the "ideological" and "cultural' 
thrust of their own national struggle, and have become entangle( 
in the unbridled antagonism of their own internal roverent and 
oonflicts, which are brought on and inflicted by the external 
forces of cultural genocide, political assasinations, and un
principled criticism. Due to black music, to a large extent 
the nineteen-sixties was a tine of rotion - seemingly constant 
rotion -- rrovement, struggle and opposition to the negative, 
and denigrating aspects of Anerica 1 s sociocultural and politica 
order. Vincent liardi.ng capsulizes the role and significance of 
the nineteen-sixcies 1 black nusician when he states that 

In this direction [the nineteen-sixties] Black artists 
played a crucial role~ articulating~ popularizing~ 
spreading many aspects of new ways of thought and 
action. Poets~ playwrights~ and musicians~ especially 
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played a leading role in the creation and broadsiding 
of the new Black coru3ciousness. 3 

'!be primary role of the black artist in, for exanple , the Civil 
Rights noverrent and black pc:Mer stru;}gle was indispensable. '1he 
black nrusician was at the forefront of this st.r\qJle because his 
IIU.lSic was , as we have already Jrelltioned, pervasive and all
encmpassing. 

As :i.rrplicitly indicated in the present state of black 
IIU.lSic, the black musician of the nineteen- seventies stands in 
awarent oontradiction to traditimal black music for he refuses 
to struggle with and for tl'Dse nerits , values and virtues which 
dis~ his art in the past. As a direct result, and under 
external pressure, he has beoc:.xTe relegated to a ron-cultural 
entity of vacuity -- lingering s upinely at an abstract turf of 
racial peace and oo-existence at the expense of his identity and 
his culture. M:>re OOvious and frightening is that the ultimate 
effect of this anti-cultural activity is the refusal of the 
black musician to utilize the rrost po.o~erful weapon he has at his 
disposal -- his music. Clearly , the black musician of the nine
teen seventies has beoome not merely an individual but particul
arly an elitist, for he has forged an inaginary wall between him
self, his music, and his people. But whether he realizes it or 
not, to cite Addison Gayle, Jr. , "Unless he is very lucky or 
very White, he is not an individual but part of a group and 
his fate is mirrored in that of the group ' s." 4 

BUlck Music in the Seventies 

. For the nineteen-seventies, we are sad to say, that non-
culture seems to be the "in thing." we have said many t.im:!s 
that when White Airerica assassinated .Martin Luther King, Jr. , 
Maloolm X and subsequently took down the 'Colored' and 'White' 
signs , she in essence killed the aspirations and aborted the 
developrent of the black self or blacks with token pacifications 
and token gestures. If blacks had, for exanple, listened to 
Marvin Gaye when he sang his "Save the Children" they would 
have ~ right <May that they were travelling in the wrong 
direction, or as Stokely Carmichael has said: "betraying the 
blood of their people . " It used to be then, and not so long 
afP, that in a a::mnunity context, black singers and songwriters 
sou:~ht identification with the black <XIllll.mi.ty, and to maintain 
their c:x:xmumity experience as a source for their creative arts . 

In the national context, black artists attatpted to relate 
the black experience to the total Arrerican context and saw black 
IIUJSic as sarething distinctive and as a contribution to the 
total Airerican heritage. But today black music is being created 
in a vacuun, for the pressures and challerqes of the Airerican 
enviromrent and all it maans no longer create corresponding 
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responses in the content of the nusic, choice of rnediun, selec
tion and refinerrents of tedmiques or lyrics. 'Ibis seems to be 
~ becaue the need· to think "survival" has died. Likewise, 
the nentality which is predicated upon, and derived fran the 
concept of survival, has passed. But we must also state, that 
SCJTEthing else is highly ircplicati ve of the black musician ' s 
lyrical-message , thematic mission, rrethod, and style: that it 
is not enough to merely survive under the guise and persuasion 
of stylistic or rrethoclical transiency; that it is not sufficient 
enough to simply keep one ' s nusic on the soene, irrespective of 
its mission or rressage, or without an equal ~sis en its 
cx:mnunicative rretlxxi and style. In rrore concrete tenns, the 
nusic nrust have a rreaningful mission and nessage, which is 
grounded in and m::wes out of the richest lore and life of the 
black ronmun.ity, especially for the black musician whose people 
have lived, struggled and died in an oppressive, oonfining soci
ety. In this light, the black musician ' s music and lyrics must 
be either an active kaleidoscq>e or a passive ba..rareter of that 
oollecti ve experience. 

Analysis of the active black musician ' s kaleidosa:>pe 
consistently reveals the self-assigned responsibility of ccmnit
rrent to black life's past, present, and future . He is a defini
tive expression and partisan of the collective complicity of 
oonstant black struggle against all fonns of external aggression 
from without the black cx:mmmity and internal a:rtbativeness frar 
within, which tmdenni.nes and threatens its growth and develop
ment. A revelation of the passive musician's barometer calls 
for little discussion, since he rroves in the opposite direction. 

The Black Tradition in Black and White 

In essence, the carriers of black tradition are feN in 
nurber. For exanple, the beliefs and custans or Hoodcx> and Voo
doo that are oonnected with black music are sarething of which 
the majority of blacks have the slightest idea . Only those 
directly occupied with creating positive black music are real 
carriers of the proper tradition of the black experience in 
black nusic. 

At this point, it becures .inportant to look at the white 
nusicians and writers who are seemingly involved in this prooes! 
Even though such white artists as Phoebe 5noN, Elton John, Davie 
Bowie, Boz Scaggs, and the Average White Band are presenting 
rrore positive nrusic today to blacks, they can never be said to 
be anything other than passive carriers of the black experience1 
because those outside its circle--acadanic writers inchrled-ha1 
oonsistently proven that they have no desire {innate, latent, OJ 

liberal) to see black experience perpetuated in black music, or 
other art fonns. Sate of them, of oourse, have not only listen« 
to but also sttrlied black nusic so intensely that they renerrber 
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its developrent fairly well, arrl by CXll1versing with them, one 
is able to get a fairly good account of it. Hc:Mever, their 
cultural orientation and cognitive developrent oo not allCM them 
to relate eJ~P&ience in their nusic to blacks. That is, they 
canoot relate what they have not felt , eJ~P&ienced, and oo not 
krow. '!his is why we call them passive carriers of the black 
experience as q;>pased to active carriers. Since they will for
ever remrin passive carriers , they will never play any viable 
or vi tal part in the perpetuation of the black experience, or 
the developn:mt of a worthy tradition in black music and other 
art forms. Along these lines , J . Tyson Tilden writes in his 
The Ang Zo-Saxon Agony that 

Most BZacks contend, to theiz> dismay, that Whites 
eZect not to understand. Because of the inhez>ent 
injuries and atz>Ocities visited upon the BZack 
peopZe as an adjunct to the American system, they 
are Zed to beZieve that the Zack of COTmlunication 
resuZts from the White man's caZcuZating, expZoitive, 
and usurious nature. A Zthough these eviZs are a 
part of the White man's pz>obZem, the majoz> factor 
prohibiting him fz>Om 'listening to a CZark or a 
CZeaver is that he does not have the capacity to 
understand them. 

BZack peopZe know who they are. They understand 
and z>eaZize their identity much more fuZZy than do 
the AngZo-Saxons. There are a few non-BZack 
authors who are beginning to appreciate this 
phenomenon . .. 5 

What can be added to this is that black people understand not 
only their identity better than whites, but also their culture, 
experience, and history . A non-black can, of course, please 
him or herself and others hungry for "color and t.h.:i.n;Js black," 
but his or her beautiful music remains the idealization or 
plagiarization of the black musical tradition. It is only a 
musical notation mixed up with longings and protests against 
the sterility of the West. 'lherefore, they have cx:ntributed 
nothing to the black experience or black culture . M?reover, 
we can say that this particular phenaTeoon borders on cultural 
carmibalism. Stephen Henderson spells this out wlal he states: 

American has a historical, compuZsion, a megaZomanicaZ 
greed to appz>Opriate aZ Z that she can from oppressed 
peopZe, and the insensitivity and arrogance to destroy 
or poZlute what she cannot use. Today young Whites 
are discovering the oZd country bZues, presumabZy 
because t hey have some personal, and cuZturaZ need-
the need for roots of a rootZess peopZe. I don't 
begrudge them their need, but I do begrude 
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their arrogance~ their condescension~ and their 
affLuent boredom~ for beneath it all is the old 
cannibalism. When Janis Joplin says that she 
admires Tina Turner and Willie Mae Thornton~ that's 
her right and privilege as a musician~ but when 
she says that singing Black makes her Btack~ and 
'being Black for a while makes her a better White~ ' 
she exhibits the old American arrogance~ the old 
master-slave relationship.6 

'lhus, we cx:Ire to today' s two schools of black musicians and 
lyricists : the negative and the positive , or the apolitical and 
the political . The negative can be equated with the MUte school 
or passive carriers, and the positive with the definitely black 
school or active carriers. One quick exanple of both would be 
Billy Paul of the negative school, and Gil Scott-Heron and the 
Midnight Band of the positive school. 

But we feel it i.np:)rtant here to e laborate a bit on this 
so-called negative sclxx>l . 'lb paraphrase our good fri end Kalamu 
ya Salaam, for example, we can say that black music must cx:ntinu 
to be positive because it gives either a positive or a negative 
sense of identity, reality, purpose and direction. And that 
without a positive sense of bl ack culture, black rra.lSicians can 
cnly at best produce a kind of music which is only a reaction 
to white music, or at worst, a caricature of a caricature. If 
black musicians are to avoid this kind of mistake and be creati vt 
they must first of all possess - as Gil Scott Heron and others 
possess - a positive black cultural context out of which their 
creations will be derived . 7 'lhus, Gil Scott-Heron is definitely 
aware of the fact that black people are still oppressed, which 
means that his music is just as aesthetically creative as it is 
politically oriented, in terms of his rot losing sight of the 
struggles of black people . 

'lhis is where we ccma to the politicalness of apolitical
ness of things . 'lhere is no doubt that everything is political, 
and because everything is political, everything beccmas inpor
tant. For exanple, if black people were to say that they prefer 
to process or straighten their hair as opposed to wearing an 
Afro, they (whether they are aware of it or not) would have made 
a political choice. Likewise, when black ll1.1Sicians prefer to 
create negative as opposed to positive ItUJ.Sic, these are politica 
staterrents, too; they mean that they no larger care about perpet 
uating the black experience in the black ll1.1Sical traditicn, that 
they no longer care about black people, about their struggles 
or apathy, their awareness or non-awareness, their education, 
de- or mis-education, their identity or non-identity, and their 
aspirations or non-aspirations . 
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It is thus no accident that blacks are currently getting 
such apolitical songs as "let's Make a Baby," "I'm Not in I.Dve, " 
"Married Not to Each other," "Kiss and Seq Goodbye," "Finders 
.Keepers," "It 's Over, " and "I Want to do Sc.llething Freaky to 
You." We feel that the foregoing songs tend to SUJgest many 
negative things. For exanple, when a black wanan scqs to her . 
black man, "I' rn Not in I.Dve," to us she is saying that she isn ' t 
willing to be ccmnitted to the relationship, and thus the actual
ization of Black nationhcx:xi any nore. Or songs like, "~ and 
Mrs . Jones," or "Jody's Got Your Gal and Gone," SUJgest that it 
is perfectly aU right to disrupt the rrarriages or relationships 
of other blacks, a kind of decadent rrentality whidl deviates 
very little, if at all, fran the "Crabs-in- the-Barrel synd.rare." 

So, in tenns of politica.lness, such songs dem:mstrate 
that their singers and writers no longer believe in anything of 
value and if blacks listen to these songs, it neans that they 
no longer believe in anything, or that they will no longer be
lieve in anything after they have listened to than long enough. 
Furthernore , we feel that the reason that this' kind of degenerate 
music has arerged is because these black musicians and writers 
have either lost their values, never had any values, or have 
alwcqs wanted nothing but white values. It has also arerged 
because of the black attanpt to adapt to new social cxmditions 
and circumstances: narrely, cultural pl uralism and a oontinuing 
self-:i.rrposed disillusionrrent. In essence, then, we can say that 

~. the political black musician's rrentality can be equated with the 
ooncept of individuality, and the apolitical with the ooncept of 
individualism, as expressed by Haki R. Madhubuti in the follo.ring 
characterization: 

IndividuaLity is the expression of the seLf in concert 
with the coLLective seLves; whereas individualism is 
the expression of the seLf at the expense and in 
contradiction to the coUective seLves. Therefore, 
a person workir~ at odds with the coLLective frame 
of reference of the majority is an exampLe of 
individuaLism that can greatLy and generaLLy does 
immobi2ize the institution.8 

1\ccordingly, then, black ll1.lSicians must firSt of all aCX}Uire a 
value for creating black Il\USic, but the sad fact is that too 

1 na.ny of them do not - they seem to be in it only for the m:ney. 
In this time of political apathy, non-direction and disorienta
tion, these black musicians and writers seek to make blacks 
apolitical and set them in the wrong direction. Perhaps this 
truth is what has led I.erone Bennett, Jr. to make the following 
gemane observation: "For the first tine in this cx:nmtry, our 
major cultural innovators are consciously copying the worst 
aspects of White popular culture. "9 
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Apropos of the above staterrent by Bennett , the black 
nusician is unlike the black athlete in that he is the apogee of 
black cultural innovation. He or she is the major link in the 
chain of black cultural oontinuance. But ITOre important than 
this, he or she transforms and initiates traits and trends in 
black culture. If these innovations and oonstructs are detected1 

adopted and institutionalized by the grass-roots people fran 
whan they were derived, they will eventually becx::lte a part of 
black culture . 

But Bennett goes on to note that 

This is a historical fact of capital importance, and 
it tells us that we are being invaded and overwhelmed 
for the first time in our history on the level of the 
psyche, on the level of the foundation of Black heri
tage. 

It is also important to note the new tone and the new 
values of so-called soul music. Now, intellectuals, 
as you know, seldom listen to the music of the people. 
But we had better start listening. One of the biggest 
hits on the soul parade in recent weeks was a little 
number aalled, ' I want to do Something Freaky to Iou. ' 
This is the tone and te;r;ture of the new music. All 
day long and all night long, messages of freakiness, 
hustling, and soaial disorder, messages teaching 
freakiness, hustling, and social disorder--messages 
beamed not to the old, who should know how to take 
care of themselves, but to the young, who are vul
nerable and malleable . 

This dangerous drivel is being drilled into the 
souls of our youths twenty-four hours a day. John 
Hope F~nklin and Vincent Harding theorize, GWendolyn 
Brooks rhymes, Benjamin E. Mays dreams , the Association 
meets, and day after day, twenty- four hours a day, 
365 days a year, in ten thousand hamlets and cities, 
a corrosive acid of so-called Black movies and so
called soul music eats C11JJaY the rrr:Jral and material 
foundations of the political economy of Blackness . lO 

Coincident with and reflecting Bennett ' s ooncern for the prssent 
situation of black nusic , John o. Killens , in an overall criti
cism of the black writer, black people, and the black situation 
in general, poses the follCMing question: "Why are not the J_X)ets 
writing rreaningful lyrics for Black singers?"ll His answer to 
this is that "Just as in film, Blacks are stbsidizing the nusi 
album industJ:y . Yet we nust oontent ourselves with nonsensical 
and negative lyrics about mrrequited love, illicit love: ME AND 
MRS. JONES ror A THING, SCCK IT '10 ME ! SCCK IT '10 ME! Wake up 
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poets . Why not lyrics about Attica, Vietnam, ~unded Knee? fk:lf..i 

long will we cxmtinue to subsidize our own degradation? '1hink 
of the :inpact on our children. '1hink of our posterity. "12 A 
par~ of Killen ' s cx::moents may read: "With the articulate 
assistance of black histo:cy at our disposal, it srould be clear 
by OCM, that it is the responsibility of the poet to deteDni.ne 
the values by which the race is to live, struggle, and die , on 
the one hand, while on the other it is the obligation of the 
llllSician to gather up and galvanize th:>se said values and present 
them to the people in an artful rranner that is cxmsistent with 
their life and histo:cy and oonducive to their growth and develcp
TOOnt. If the poet sprang fran a CXXldition of grueling oppression 
his poet:cy is graphic, revealing, abrupt, aggressive , and pictur
esque. It suggests resolutely the nature of that oondition, its 
:inpact on the people ' s culture, and its challenges to their life 
and future . His poet:cy is in no way and by no neasure languid 
arrl rxn-concerned. " we have presented these sarewhat extensive 
qootes because both autb:>rs echo our sentirrents in that they are 
both ooncerned about the effect of negative music on the cogni
tive and psyc:ix:>logical development of black youth. 

Black Lyricists: ApoLitical and PoLitical 

OUr response to Mr. Killen ' s question is that in disagree
rrent over the real situation of Blacks in American society, the 
apolitical black lyricist feels no disgust, sees no cruelty, 
detects no hypocrisy, and thus finds no racism or a retrogressive 
black situation against which to battle or pronounce. '!his is 
not surprising, because he is distinct in that he d:les not mani
fest a vision from the perspective of black liberation, black 
unity, or from the oonviction that blacks are at war, that there 
is an eJl€!1¥, and that nusic is a weapon in which the strong anti
pathy of blacks for white supremacy finds its locus. '!tie politi
cal black lyricist is, of oourse, the anti-thesis of the apoliti
cal black lyricist, for in his nusic the appeal is to those deep
rooted motifs of human personality, rage and cxmtarpt, aimed at 
noral and social correction. In his lbook, The Militant Black 
Writer~ Stephen Henderson Sl.IllOarizes the epitare of the political 
and authentic black writer. One need not attarpt to confine 
Henderson 's sentirrents to the writer only, for they are highly 
applicable to the political black poet, black lyricist, and 
black musician. He asserts that : 

Black writers are 'militant' only to White people and 
to Negroes who think 'White~' for merely to say~ 'I 'm 
Black~' in the United States is an act of resistance; 
to say out loud~ 'I'm Black and I'm proud' is an act 
of rebellion; to attempt systematically to move 
Black people to act out of their beauty and their 
Blackness in White America is to foment revolution. 
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To write Black poetry is an act of survival, of re
generation, of love. Black political writers do not 
write for White people and refUse to be judged by 
them. They write fo:r Black people and they write 
about their Blackness, and out of their BL2ckness, 
:rejecting anyone and anything that stands in the way 
of self-knowledge and self-celebration. They know 
that to assert Blackness in America is to be 'mili
tant, ' to be dangerous, to be subversive, to be 
revolutionary, and they know this in a way even the 
Harlem Renaissance did not.l3 

To explicate Henderson 1 s quote along nrusical lines, one could 
venture to say that Henderson would agree that black music rea
lizes itself not only as to its lyrics, chordal progressions, 
and the like, but particularly as to its intent . 'Ibe political 
black musician ' s pronounoerrents are rooted in political realitie 
But rrore than being grounded in politics, the authentic black 
nrusician ' s nrusic tends to be visionary, suggestive , intuitive , 
and perceptive in addressing itself not only to the black man ' s 
E'!TOtional needs and imnediate concerns , but also to the black 
man 1 s rretaphysical self as well - i.e. , to that aspect of the 
black man ' s self which would take part in the nusician' s vision
ary experience. 

Black Music: Traditional Versus Contemporary 

The black elerrent has traditionally always been the 
dominant ingredient in Arrerican culture . Such ingredients 
have always been delineable in nrusic and dmce, linguistic in
fluence , in folklore and literary irnagecy, and in rhythm, the 
tenp:> and the errotional overtones of allrost any typically black 
version of any cultural art form. 

'Ihus black music , prior to the supine or ineffectual 
black-white nrusical diarrhea that we are currently getting, had 
contained spontaneity and fresh creativity while white nrusic 
tended to be sterile, imitative , and stereotypical in character 
'lhis contention is not far-fetdled when one, for exanple , rea
lizes that white nrusic has never really rroved its irrrnediate 
listeners, and rrore than that, that it barely survives cultural 
while black music, on the other hand, has been creatively poteri 
at all nrusical levels -- i.e. , at the folk , pcpular and classic 
levels. It has, rroreover, been vital in its ins:trumental and 
vocal forms, and has never ceased to trove the entire world. 

'lhis kind of creative vitality and versatility , this 
contagious daninance are the characteristic traits of the black 
cultural product, especially in nrusic. 'Ibey are still being 
retained today by a fe.~ -- Gil Scott-Heron, John Handy , Harold 
Melvin and the Blue Notes, the Stylistics, Bill Withers, Earth, 
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Wi.nd and Fire, Raimey Lewis , 'Itle O' Jays, Marvin Gaye, Stevie 
Wonder, Bob Marley and the Wailers, for exanple - but they have 
been sacrificed by too many others . '!his is why it becaroo neces
sary for us to cx:mrent, as I.erone Bennett has, on this troSt ser
ious mistake or deviation fran the black cultural cx:mtext. Thus , 
we have a choice to make; whether to boycx:>tt the negative music 
and buy the positive, or just rerre.i.n passive spectators (as W. E.B. 
DuBois once said) on the train of life, who becare so obsessed 
with the relationships or lack thereof , with the other passengers 
on the train that they never think to ask where the train is 
going. In essence, if we are ccmnitted to black culture and thus 
to ourselves, we can stop this banbardlrent of negative ll1..1Sic. 
We can stop it by putting pressure on these individual musicians 
and the recx:>rding industry, throtgh position papers, phone-in 
canpaigns to radio stations and disc jockeys, letters to the 
editor and so on. 

It is necessary that we begin sane kind of canpaign against 
this negative culture because it \<WOrks its way into the cx:mscious
ness of our y01.mg and is no less than an assault against our 
children who may not know what traditional black culture or the 
black experience is all about. Parallel to our c:oncem about 
the destiny of our youth, I.erale Bennett, Jr. asserts that 

A whoZe generation is emerging with tittte or no 
understanding and ZittZe or no reZationship with the 
roots of BZack cuZture . A whoZe generation is emerg
ing with tittZe or no understanding of jazz, the 
bZues, and the spirituaZs -- a whole generation 
which knows tittle or nothing of Duke Ellington or 
Count Basie, not to mention Carter G. Woodson or 
W.E.B. DuBois. This is a chaUenge to our existence 
as a people. For if we ever forget what the bZues 
were and are, if we ever forget the spirituals and 
the oZd BZack preachers and maids and cottonpickers 
and what they suffered and cb>eamed, if we ever forget 
where we came from and what we are and must be, if 
we ever, in a word, forget our souZ, aZt the technoZ
ogy in the worZd wi U not save our bodies .14 

'lherefore, the creators of negative music have oonsistently 
proven that they are diarretrically ~sed to the revelation of 
traditional black culture. They, too, clearly reveal that they 
are interested only in dollar awroaches to black culture and 
the black experience , for the kind of music they are creating 
is the epitane of cultural pollution and oorruption. 

Conclusion 

Early or traditional black music develcped in a character
istic way - - a way not dependent upon other traditions or other 
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~rld views. Since its inception, it was pressed into the ser
vice of survival, of agitation and dlange, and was cx:msistently 
responded to by the black CXlllTI\.IDity. It addressed itself to a 
particular situation by persuading its adherents of the validit; 
of its cause, the absurdity of the status qoo, and of the Ameri· 
can m:mtality. It, therefore, had its genesis and evolved in a 
political oontext, and was resolutely functional. It also pro
rroted the rrotif of struggle and survival so oonsistently that 
the epitare of black ci::msciousness was the krlc:Mledge that one d 
they ~uld do rrore than merely survive - i.e. , one struggles tl 
survive, survives to struggle, and eventually begins to live, 
rroving CMaY fran reaction into action. 

Music, as an art form, can provide the wings of tlx>ught 
and action by which a rretarrorphosis fran a slave nentality to a 
liberated mind can take place at a pace in keeping with the 
strides of critical events. It can be a sensitive and c:mpelli 
force in praroting self-pride· and self-love in the minds of the 
masses. For the subjective characteristics of nrusic can be use 
to project love, hate, fear, cx:mplacency, self-hatred, self-ab-l 
negation, defeat, indecision, struggle, political awareness, an 
anger on specific topics in selected situations which lead towa 
defined goals of either regulated resistance and mass solidarit 
or disunity, surrender and surordination. 

Black music which projects the black inage, black aware
ness, and black existence can exert a quickening force on the 
orientation of blacks tcMard a rrore positive view of their inne 
selves. Acoordingly, black American culture, history, folklore 
ritual and celebrations, nrust oontinoously be explored by the 
black nrusician to instill in his or her people a neaningful 
sense of self-worth in the grand schane of universal phenanena. 

The true Black musician is heir to the highest fonn of 
freedom in black Airerican cultural expression. If this nrusici< 
is ilraginative and creative, he or she has many ways of reveal· 
ing all the errotions peculiar to the life style of black peoplE 
Music gives feeling to the full range of hunan errotions fran 
l<:!ughter and ranantic ecstasy to despair and deep SOrn:M. CoS! 
experiences are expressed in a myriad of rhythnic vibrations a1 

tonal variations which characterize the unique soul of black 
people. The traditional and political music of blacks must si.D 
indicate that they pulsate with the universe. Thus, we have 
atterrpted to say that the act of rraking, writing, or carposing 
black music involves bolo ingredients: the black experience and 
the musician/lyricist/cx:rrq:x:>ser. That the nrusician/lyricist/ 
carposer ' s personal experiences and his cultural surrom.dings 
cause him to see certain forces and ignore others. 

As the music we know is prilrarily a product of nusician 
alone, and is filtered through these persons, their degenerate 
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ness , :impotence, self-alienation or se1f-hatred, moonsciously 
i::>ecx:Ire our own; and the rrore influential the musician, lyricist, 
cx:xrposer, the rrore widespread the above-mentioned values bea:me . 
In essence, the Black IlllSician/lyricist/cx:nposer is a leader 
whether he or she likes it or not. As soch, they nrust attribute 
their existence to the oontinued existence or black people as a 
whole , and not to pieces of paper, or pieces of tin , for at this 
juncture in history, not a single black person can afford the 
l uxury of self-aggrandizement only. 
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